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Abstract. Network monitoring activities are surrounded by serious privacy implications. The inherent leakage-proneness is harshened due to
the increasing complexity of the monitoring procedures and infrastructures, that may include multiple traffic observation points, distributed
mitigation mechanisms and even inter-operator cooperation. In this paper, we report a work in progress policy model that aims at addressing
these concernes, by verifying access requests from network monitoring
workflows, with privacy features already contained since their specification phase. We survey related work, outline some of their limitations,
and describe an early version of our proposal.
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Introduction

Network monitoring is characterised by certain features that stress the need for
special mechanisms controlling access to the data that are collected and being
processed, as well as the underlying computational resources. To name a few,
first of all the protection of privacy is a fundamental issue, since the concerns are
not limited to the payload of the packets; sensitive information can be derived by
protocol headers, even by not obvious fields [7] and even if there has been prior
anonymisation of the data [8][26]. Second, the domain of network monitoring has
become a legislated area, with several regulations governing the collection and
consequent processing of the associated data (e.g., [11][12][13]); the regulations
should be taken into account when designing access control systems and specifying the policies [19][29]. Third, something that cannot be neglected is the fact
that network monitoring deals with very high data rates, exceeding the order
of Gbps; in this context, access control has to face the stringent requirement
of ultra fast responsiveness. Fourth, there is an emerging trend of collaborative
monitoring, reflecting the cooperation between different stakeholders, in order to

effectively cope with current attacks threatening networks, such as botnets and
large scale DDoS. Last but not least, access control within network monitoring
can be interpreted in a variety of ways, notably access to monitored data, monitoring devices and processing operations, as well as access policies that reflect
operational aspects, mostly related to security, such as the behaviour of a firewall
or the routing table of a router redirecting malicious traffic to a honeypot.
In this paper, we sketch the definition of a new access control model that
aims at dealing with all those aforementioned aspects. It is conceived on the
basis of network monitoring, capturing all the underlying concepts, e.g., devices
and functions, and providing rich expressiveness. Moreover, in order to deal
with performance needs and in line with the “privacy by design” principle, the
proposed approach puts in place mechanisms for inherent privacy-awareness of
network monitoring workflows, by incorporating associated access control provisions already at design-time, thus minimising run-time reasoning overheads. In
that respect, a procedure is being developed for the verification of workflows and
their enhancement with privacy-preserving features; a challenge here is to capture at design-time the contextual constraints, typically dealt with at run-time.
In the following, we first survey related work and outline the reference framework in Sections 2 and 3. Section 4 describes the access control model, while the
paper concludes in Section 5 with some insights on current and future work.
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Related Work

Privacy protection in network monitoring is typically thought of as the anonymisation of traffic traces, an area where several works have been proposed [14][15]
[17][18][24]. Nevertheless, albeit useful as anonymisation libraries, such approaches base on “static” anonymisation patterns, while being vulnerable to attacks
able to infer sensitive information [8][26].
Privacy-aware access control has recently evolved to a prominent research
area [4]. However, approaches such as [1][5][9][21][22][25] have not been designed
for meeting the particular requirements of network monitoring and conceptualising the corresponding functionalities and infrastructures; additionally, they either do not support context-awareness or they only support some straightforward
contexts. Furthermore, they are not suitable for highly dynamic and distributed
environments and –especially– for automating privacy-awareness. On the other
hand, work in the area of access control enforcement in workflow management
[6][28] and Model-Driven Security [3][23], though important, suffer from enforcing security policies only at run-time and not during the workflow formation.
Finally, the proposed model draws inspiration from previous works of the
authors, notably OrBAC [10][27][2] and PRISM [16][20][19]. OrBAC provides
a mature framework for managing contextual policies, and several extensions,
e.g., for dynamically deploying security policies; PRISM is an access control
approach specifically devised for network monitoring, although limited to singleprobe environments. Their enhancement towards fulfilling all the requirements
implied here, has been the motivation for the model presented in the following.
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Reference Framework for Network Monitoring

The network monitoring framework under consideration relies on a modular and
service-oriented architecture; it is centred around the concept of the workflow,
that is, a series of tasks, along with their interaction patterns (both data- and
control-flow), that are executed in order for a high-level purpose to be fulfilled.
As shown in Fig. 1, a workflow’s lifecycle can be seen as consisting of two
phases, notably Planning and Execution. The former refers to the specification
of the workflow by its designer, including all steps for its graphical definition,
decomposition to elementary tasks, compliance checking and necessary transformations. On the other hand, the Execution Phase relies on the Planning Phase’s
outcome and refers to the deployment of the workflow to the system and its
execution. The execution environment consists of Agents providing the service
abstractions of the underlying actual components (e.g., detection or mitigation
ones); the Inter-domain Exchange Point (IXP) constitutes a special Agent, being
the functional gateway towards external domains, for the realisation of cooperative monitoring. The execution is coordinated by dedicated Orchestrators, while
the means for context and capabilities management are also provided.
Of great importance is the procedure for verifying and appropriately adjusting the workflow at design-time, so that it becomes inherently privacy-compliant
before its execution. The procedure is conducted by the Model Checker, whereas
a Reasoner provides the necessary intelligence, being the entity that incorporates
and infers knowledge from the Policy Model; it consists in three steps:
– Purpose verification: Checks regarding purpose compliance are performed;
specifically, in order for a workflow to be privacy-aware, its design must be
relevant and consistent with a purpose, while the purpose itself should not
contradict with the access rights of the person initiating the workflow.
– Skin task verification 3 : Each skin task is evaluated both individually and in
relation to the rest of the skin tasks. During these checks, the system may
introduce modifications, such as task additions, removals or substitutions.
– Decomposition: Each composite skin task is decomposed in more elementary
subtasks, until it is finally analysed in a combination of atomic tasks that
will eventually be included in the final executable form of the workflow.
Fig. 2 illustrates a network monitoring workflow example; Fig. 2(a) depicts
the initial workflow, as specified by its designer, and Fig. 2(b) the workflow after
some transformations following the verification and transformation procedure.
In practice and especially within workflows, rules remain inactive until a set
of conditions are fulfilled. We denote as contextual the authorisation policies containing dynamic authorisation provisions. In this regard, authorisation rules may
depend on temporal contexts (e.g., authorisations granted only during working
3

We call skin tasks the ones defined by the workflow designer, as opposed to the tasks
that their inclusion in the workflow is a result of workflow check and modification;
all tasks in Fig. 2(a) are considered to be skin tasks. Their separate examination
without considering their decomposition targets the early identification of conflicts.

Fig. 1: Overall Architecture

(a) Initial Workflow (as specified by its designer)

(b) (Partially) Processed Workflow

Fig. 2: Workflow Example
hours), geographical contexts (e.g., permission inside the physical boundaries of
a company), a priori contexts (in which a permission to execute a set of actions
can only be carried out as a result of the completion of previous actions). Therefore, it is essential that not only the contextual conditions are captured by the
model, but also that they are taken into consideration during the verification
and transformation procedure, providing for the specification of context-based
differentiated workflow behaviours, already during workflow formation.
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Policy Model

The Policy Model regulates the system’s operation and drives the workflow verification and transformation process. It consists of a semantically rich information
model, providing abstractions of the underlying concepts, and access control
rules. Similar to the subject–verb–object linguistic pattern, everything that takes
place in the context of the system’s operation can be seen as an operation of an
actor on a resource. This metaphor is the basis on which actions and tasks are
defined, being the core elements of access control rules and workflows and the
“seed” for knowledge extraction. The following outline the basic concepts.

4.1

Information Model

In a typical case and at a concrete level, a set of Users (U ), participating (e.g.,
working) in Organisations (Org), are –directly or indirectly– using Operation
Containers (OpC ), deployed over Machines (M ) and offering Operation Instances (OpI )4 , in order to act upon Objects (Obj ), with the latter referring
to everything that is affected by or required for the execution of an action, such
as Data (D) being collected and/or processed.
At an abstract level, the users are assigned with Roles (R), their actions
instantiate some Operations (Op) and are performed for fulfilling some Purposes (Pu). Moreover, data, organisations, machines and operation containers
are characterised by types, reflecting the semantic class they fall under; thus,
sets of Data Types (DT ), Organisation Types (OrgT ), Machine Types (MT )
and Operation Container Types (OpCT ) are defined, respectively.
Additional elements of the model include Context (Con), that enables the
definition of contextual parameters, Attributes (Att), that are leveraged for describing properties and characteristics of other elements, as well as Alerts (Al ),
i.e., notices regarding events, along with the corresponding AlertTypes (AlT ).
While most of these notions are either typically present in state-of-the-art
models or intuitively self-explained, a few remarks are deemed necessary for
some of the concepts. Specifically, the OpC and OpCT are introduced in order
to model components or other functional structures that typically offer a set
of operations together. For instance, an IntrusionDetectionSystem clusters
several operations related with intrusion detection. Apart from the convenience
it introduces regarding several modelling aspects (such as the inheritance of
attributes), these structures are also helpful for describing a variety of concepts
related with “horizontal” dependencies and transfer of characteristics.
Moreover, the machines (and their types) play a fundamental role in network
monitoring and, therefore, our model cannot be limited to a level of abstraction
exclusively centred around functionalities; in any case, functionalities are provided by machines which, on the one hand, are characterised by attributes (e.g.,
topological ones) that may be inherited to the hosted functionalities and, on the
other hand, create inherent dependencies between the hosted functionalities.
All these concepts comprise graphs of elements that are characterised by
relations; the latter are implemented by predicates defining AND- and ORhierarchies and enabling the inheritance of attributes and rules, as well as the
specification of dependencies. For instance and with respect to the DT graph,
three partial order relations are defined: isA(dti , dtj ), lessDetailedThan(dti , dtj )
and contains(dti , ⟨dt⟩k ), where dti , dtj ∈ DT, and ⟨dt⟩k ⊆ P(DT ), reflecting,
respectively the particularisation of a concept, the detail level and the inclusion of some data types to another. Moreover, the model specifies the necessary
predicates in order to link concepts from different graphs; for example, the predicate mayActForPurposes(r, ⟨pu⟩k ), where r ∈ R, ⟨pu⟩k ⊆ P(Pu), appoints the
legitimate purposes ⟨pu⟩k for which the users assigned with the role r may act.
4

In Web Services’ terms, Operation Containers correspond to a service portType,
whereas Operation Instances represent the associated operations.

4.2

Actions, Tasks and Workflows

We use the term Action in order to refer to a structure similar to the subject–
verb–object metaphor, and describe situations where an operation opi is performed by an actor ai on a resource resi , i.e., acti = ⟨ai , opi , resi ⟩. Following
the hierarchical relations of operations Op, an action can be either atomic or
composite, depending on whether the associated operation can be decomposed
to more elementary operations or not. In addition, the definition of an action
can be complemented by a fourth parameter, notably the organisation within
which it is defined; in such a case, it is expressed as acti = ⟨ai , opi , resi , org⟩.
Several of the aforedesribed types of entities may constitute actors and resources; they can be either concrete, e.g., Users and Data, or abstract, e.g., Roles
and Data Types. Depending on whether actors and resources are defined at abstract, concrete or mixed level, several variations of Actions are identified, such
as Abstract Actions, Concrete Actions and Semi-Abstract Actions, the formal
description of which is beyond the scope of this work-in-progress overview.
Actions are used for describing Tasks and Workflows, the definition of which
is interrelated. A task ti is an action acti when being part of a workflow w,
written as a tuple ti = ⟨ai , opi , resi ⟩w , or ti = ⟨ai , opi , resi , org⟩w . On the other
hand, a workflow consists in a finite number of tasks, i.e., w = ⟨t1 , t2 , ..., tn ⟩,
along with the control- and data-flow relationships among them.
4.3

Access Control Rules

Access control rules are used for defining permissions, prohibitions and obligations over Actions, that is, they specify authorisations between actors, operations
and resources within organisations. The following predicates are used:
– Permission(pu, act, preAct, cont, postAct)
– Prohibition(pu, act, preAct, cont, postAct)
– Obligation(pu, act, preAct, cont, postAct)
In these expressions, apart from the action act that the rule applies to,
additional provisions are defined. These include contextual conditions cont ∈
P(Con), the purpose pu ∈ Pu under which the rule is applicable, as well as
structures of actions, preAct and postAct, that should respectively precede and
follow the rule’s enforcement. It should be noted here that preAct and postAct
may comprise complex logical structures of actions, including negation. This
enables the specification of expressive Dynamic Separation of Duty constraints,
whereby conflicts between tasks can be defined based on any of the elements.
Based on these formalisms, the model provides the system with the necessary
knowledge regarding access rights and their applicability, hierarchical relations
and inheritance of attributes and access primitives across the information graphs,
as well as associations between the model’s different components. As an additional remark here, in some cases rules can be a priori evaluated; this puts in
place a separation of the real-time and non-real-time aspects of access control
procedures, resulting in performance advances. A few examples of knowledge
extraction are provided in the next section.

4.4

Knowledge Extraction

Let’s assume the rather typical case where a user holding a role rinit ∈ R initiates
a workflow w = ⟨t1 , t2 , ..., tn ⟩, where ti = ⟨ai , opi , resi , org⟩w , declaring a purpose
puw ∈ Pu. Sample knowledge that will be requested in the context of workflow
verification and transformation and will consequently be inferred after reasoning
over the model includes:
—Whether rinit justifies triggering the execution of w, in order for pu to be
served. For instance, a NetworkAdministrator should be able to execute a workflow for the purpose of NetworkSecurity, while an Accountant should not.
—Whether the operations opi contained in w ’s tasks are in line with puw . For example, all functions in Fig. 2(a) are relevant to the purpose of NetworkSecurity,
while a task InterceptCommunications is not and would have been rejected.
—Whether a task ⟨ai , opi , resi ⟩w is in principle valid, i.e., the actor ai has the
right to perform operation opi on resource resi , regardless other constraints.
—The tasks that should complement the execution of a task, i.e., precede, follow
or be executed in parallel. For instance, there may be the case that whenever a
DDoSAttack is identified and reported by an alarm, the prompt notification of the
SecurityOfficer should take place, along with the associated mitigation actions
(represented by the high-level task MitigateDDoS); as Fig. 2(b) depicts, the
InformSecurityOfficer task has been added to be executed in parallel, while
the AggregateResults task is added for being executed before ReportToGUI.
—The possible ⟨ai , resi ⟩ combinations allowed for the execution of an operation
opi , given w, rinit and puw . For instance, depending on the actor ai in charge
of executing the ReportToGUI task, the resource resi to be delivered to the
task may be plain or aggregated detection data. Such provisions may result in
the incorporation of conditional branches within the workflow, such as different
execution paths for different actors.
—The possible decompositions of a task ti , for given rinit and puw . For instance,
Fig. 2(b) illustrates a simplified decomposition of the DetectSYNFlood task
to the subtasks tuple parser, tuple demux and syn flood calc; nevertheless,
there are alternative decompositions that could be leveraged, so it is assumed
here that the specific decomposition has been selected based on the parameters
applying (e.g., rinit may permit only this decomposition).
—Whether a task within the workflow requires another task (or a series of tasks),
along with its exact or relative position in the workflow; such requirements might
also depend on context. For instance, the Anonymise task has been added in
Fig. 2(b), assuming to be a prerequisite for tuple parser’s execution under the
control of the actor in charge and for given rinit , puw , etc.
—Identification of possible incompatibilities and conflicts that may exist among
some tasks within the workflow and, possibly, their resolution. For instance,
the addition of the Anonymise task in Fig. 2(b) could be the resolution of an
incompatibility between the CaptureTraffic and ParseTuple tasks, taking into
account the actors and resources of the tasks, as well as the rinit , puw , etc.
—Identification of the possible workflow differentiations, based on contextual parameters and alarms/events. For example, Fig. 2 illustrates a conditional branch,

that depends on whether an alarm is raised or not; while here it is supposed that
the workflow designer has defined the conditional branch, there can be cases
where such differentiations are inferred by the Policy Model.
—What are the possible workflow instantiations, taking into account the access rights, as well as the available capabilities. As an example, let’s assume
that Ingrid, the engineer on duty at the time of a DDoSAttack alert, holds the
JuniorNetworkAdministrator role and, therefore, in order to implement the
InformSecurityOfficer task, she is authorised to only use the MakeVoIPCall
operation offered by VoIPSoftwareClient operation containers. In addition, Ingrid is authorised to use only a small number of PersonalComputer machines
with VoIPSoftwareClient software deployed. Thus, for the instantiation of the
workflow during Ingrid’s duty hours, the model should enable the identification
of a VoIPSoftwareClient-enabled PersonalComputer machine that Ingrid is
authorised to use, in order to include the concrete task in the workflow.

5

Conclusions and Current Work

Motivated by the necessity of enhancing network monitoring architectures in
terms of privacy-awareness, we are working towards the specification of a new
policy model for controlling access to associated resources, such as data, operations and infrastructures. Our model aims at allowing the definition of network
monitoring workflows, with privacy features already contained since their specification phase. In this paper, we have surveyed existing solutions, outlined some
of their drawbacks, and presented an early version of our proposal. Our model
takes full advantage of the integration of contextual properties; this allows us to
cover the definition of both simple and complex business processes, as well as
describing rich contextual categorisation of network resources. As a result, our
model allows to potentially reduce the definition of the concrete policies which
will need to be deployed in the end, over legacy network monitoring systems.
As future perspectives, we aim at implementing and empirically verifying the
powerfulness of our model, by the application of a proof-of-concept version of
our approach carried out through a representative real-world case study.
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